commutes are shown to exist if and only if ψ 2 */* = g*Ψi* from
The proof relies on a uniqueness theorem of Hamilton and Berstein, Edmonds to restate the problem in terms of self equivalences of certain simple branched covers. Many equivalences of branched covers are constructed, and it is shown that the action on homology of these equivalences generates an appropriate subgroup of the symplectic group.
CHAPTER 1
Preliminaries. All spaces and maps will be piecewise linear. M and N will denote orientable surfaces while M 9 and ΛΓ will denote closed orientable surfaces of genus g. Maps will be orientation preserving unless otherwise specified.
A branched cover is a finite to one open map φ: M -> N. In addition, we shall assume that branched covers are primitive, that is induce surjections on the fundamental group. The degree of φ is max JceΛr #{φ~1(jc)}. The singular set of φ is the (finite) set of points in M near which φ fails to be a local homeomorphism. The branch set B of φ is the image under φ of the singular set. A branched cover is simple if for all x e N, #{φ~\x)} e {d, d -1}. Equivalently, a branched cover is simple if each branch point is covered by exactly one singular point, and near this point the map is of degree 2. From ordinary covering space theory the associated unbranched cover may be studied by picking a base point * e N -B, labeling φ'^*), 1,2,... ,ί/ ? and then looking at the representation p(φ): ^(N -B, *) -> S(<i) where p(φ) is the action of the fundamental group on a fibre and S(d) is the symmetric group on d letters. To study p(φ) we first choose generators of π λ (N -B, *) as follows. Let a ι7 b t be embedded S ι 's representing the standard generators of H τ (N) such that a t Π a 3 = b t Π bj = a t (^ bj = 0 for all i Φ j and a t Cλ b t = pt. Choose small ^'s c ι about each branch pt. Next choose arcs η from * to a point on each c t and choose more arcs η from * to each a i Π b r Different arcs η should meet only at * and they should meet a small circle about * in the order shown in Diagram 1. Proof. We may assume that φ has the Hurwitz system (12),...,(12), (13), (13),... ,(W), (1*0; (1),.. ,(1). Let β x be an arc in N of type (ij), (ij) . Then Γ^) lifts to a homeomorphism ^ inducing the desired permutation (ij) on φ -1 (*). Choose another arc β 2 not containing * but differing from β λ only in a small neighborhood of *. Then T(β 2 ) lifts to a homeomorphism h 2 isotopic to h λ which is the identity map on φ~1(*). It follows that h = h~2h x and h = T(β 2 )' 1 T(β ι ) have the desired properties.
We shall use the following definitions in the next chapter. Let φ and φ' be simple branched covers of degree d from M to N and M' to N' respectively. Choose disks D, D' with * G3DCJ3CJV-JB and *' ^ 3Z>' c Z>' c TV' -5'. We may then form a new branched cover
where in the first connected sum we identify for each i, 1 < i < d, the component of φ" 1 (3D) containing /Gφ" 1 (*) with the component of φ'~ι(dD') containing i e φ'~1(*')?
an d in the second connected sum we identify dD with 3D'. This is the fibre connected sum of φ and φ'. (N) respectively such that φ(<z') = α, φ(όθ = b for i = 1,...,d.
We now give three types of equivalences of this branched cover. 
(2.4) The most general simple branched cover was given in (2.3) (though possibly with / = 0). Using the notation of (2.3), we have φ: M dk+ι -> N k where φ may be regarded as φΊ#φ' 2 -(2.4.1) In [BE 1; §4], Berstein and Edmonds give an example of an equivalence of φ^ which reverses orientation. We may assume such an equivalence fixes a basepoint. Clearly there are basepoint fixing, orientation reversing equivalences of φ^ Together these give an orientation reversing equivalence of φ. Action of equivalences on homology and a technical lemma. In this chapter, we study the action on H X {M) of the equivalences of φ: M -» N given in (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3). We also interpret right multiplication by these matrices on an arbitrary matrix X as "modified column operations". Specializing to X a matrix with one row we prove a technical lemma (3.8) for use in Chapter 4 that describes certain one row matrices X f to which X may always be reduced.
Consider a Z-module V with ordered basis a v ... 9 a n , b v ...,b n and innerproduct defined by a t α y = b i Z> y = 0 V/, j 9 a t bj = b } a ι; = 0 Vi Φj, and a t b t = -b, a t = 1 Vi. If X e G1(2«,Z), i.e. X: F^ Fwe have 4 equivalent definitions for X to be symplectic.
(1) X preserves the innerproduct on V.
(2) The identification of V with Z 2 " induces a pairing on Z 2n .
Under this identification
(ί th column of X) (n + yth column of X) = α, bj
where / denotes transpose and / is the n X n identity matrix. [bj,... 9 [b n ] be the standard generators of H x {M n ), and let be the intersection pairing. The equivalent condition is X = /*, where/is a homeomorphism of M n .
1,2,3 are easily seen to be equivalent, 4 is well known. The collection of all such X is the symplectic group Sp(«,Z). It is easy to see that X e Sp(«, Z) implies X transpose = ΓG Sp(«, Z).
If c and d are loops in M n then so is T{c)(d), and in Let X be an arbitrary 2kd X 2kd matrix and consider the effect on X of right multiplication by matrices of types I, II and III.
Multiplication on the right of X by a type I matrix produces the same modified column operation as in the first two examples of (3.1). The only difference is that the /th and y th columns that are chosen in (3.1) are arbitrary while here they must correspond to basis elements with the same subscript. See Diagram 3.1.
Multiplication on the right of X by a type II matrix produces a pair of the same modified column operations. That is, the difference of the a\ and a{ columns is added to and subtracted from the b ι s and bj columns while the difference of the a\ and a{ columns is added to and subtracted from the b\ and b/ columns. We can also construct, by interchanging the roles of a and b, a matrix which allows the differences of various bί columns to be added and subtracted from the appropriate a\ columns. These will also be called type II matrices.
Multiplication on the right of X by a type III matrix again produces a pair of modified column operations, though this time the difference of the a[ and a{ columns is added to and subtracted from the a\ and a{ columns while the difference of the b\ and b{ columns is added to and subtracted from the b\ and bj columns.
Right multiplication by P t % permutes two pairs of corresponding columns just as P'j did in (3.1), though in this case the permuted columns must have the same subscript.
Diagram 3.1 summarizes which columns the various types of matrices act on. Each long arrow represents a modified column operation as described in (3.1). The three types of operations constructed in (3.2) are combinations of modified column operations restricted to various groups of d columns of X. (1) (a\β) ~ S tJ (a\β) = (α|..., β' + \a' -a%... ,β J -\a' -a\
Notice that the first operation of (3.1) (or its inverse, depending on the sign of a 1 -a j ) is S tj . The second and third operations of (3.1) also have the same effect as the second and third operations here.
Also notice that if (a\β) -(α'|/Π then T(a\β) =
We state without proof the following lemma which will be used extensively in Chapter 4. 
' -a lf \ = T(a') = T(a'\β').
Proof. We may assume (ct\β) minimizes Δ. In cases 0, IB, lib, III of Lemma (3.5) permutations may be used to obtain the desired result. In cases la, Ha, 3i 9 j with \β i -β j \ = T(a\β). The operation T tj followed by a permutation taking i to 1 and j to 3 gives the desired (a'\β'). Proof. By the Stable Uniqueness Theorem (1.2) we may assume Ψi = Ψ2 = Φ where φ is any simple branched cover of the same degree as \p λ and ψ 2 . The proof will split into three parts depending on the genus of M and Λf and the choice of φ. These parts are The proof in each of these cases follows the same outline. By (2.4.1) we may assume/and g preserve orientation, and by (2.4.2) we may assume g = id. The hypothesis that g*ψ x * = ψ 2 */* from H*(M) to H*(N) is then equivalent to φ* = φ*/* from H X {M) to H λ (N).
We then study the following two groups associated with φ: M -> N. Let E# consist of all matrices/* where/*: H λ (M) -> H X (M) and/, g is an equivalence of φ with g = id^. Let L be those symplectic matrices A: H λ {M) -» H X (M) that are lifts of id: H X (N) -> H^N) with respect to φ*, i.e., φ* = φ*A. From the hypothesis of the theorem and from the fourth definition of symplectic given in Chapter 3, we see that E* c L. To prove the theorem, we shall show L c E*. In (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3.), we gave examples of elements of E*. (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4) show that these elements generate L and hence L c E*. Proof. We first assume d > 2. Given IeL(d,Z)we shall reduce it to / by multiplying it on the right and the left by T{a l -a j )*, T{b l -b J )*, P% and their inverses. The first step will be to use right multiplication, i.e. the modified column operations described in (3.1) to reduce the first row 1 Let (a\β) be the first row of X. By using the first two types of column operations we may assume Δ(α|β) is minimized. We now use the results of Lemma (3.5 ) to see what (a\β) can be.
(3.5) 0, la, Ha, and lib can't occur because Σf =1 α z = 1. This exhausts the possibilities of (3.5) and we may assume the first row of Xis (eΓ^O). Since X is symplectic, it follows from the row version of Definition 2 of symplectic that the d + 1st column of X is (δl? 1 ). The next step is to reduce the first column of X to (e x 10) without affecting the first row. By using row operations which don't effect the first row we may assume Δ(α 2 ,. (3.5) Ha. This is similar to la. (3.5) lib. In Ib, we only used β 2 = = β d . This is true in this case, and the same proof may be used.
(3.5) III. As in Ib, it will be enough to show that Γ(α) = 1. Let
If y 2 is the d + 2 column of X then (a\β) y 2 = 0 implies 1 + δ(0,3c|6) y 2 + 0 + γ(δ|0, j) y 2 = 0 which implies gcd(γ, δ) = 1. Since 3/ > 2 and j > 2 with a 1 = a j + γ, and since δ|l -α z and 8\1 -a j it follows that δ|γ. /.δ = 1.
This shows that the first column of X may be reduced to (^(O). Since X is symplectic the d + 1 row is (0\e ι ). If we delete the first and d + 1 rows and columns of X we have a matrix in L(d -1,Z). Induction coupled with the observation that L(l, Z) has only one element completes the proof of Theorem (4.2). D Referring to (2.2), (3.2), and the specified bases of H 1 (M kd ) and Hi( N k) we see
where a s denotes the basis elements a],... ,a d , ί = (1,... ,1) e Z d and all other entries are 0. If X e L(d, k,Z) then φ* = φ*X from which it follows that X has the following constant column sum property. The sum of the elements of any column in any a s X a s or T) s X $ s block is 1, while the sum of elements of any column lying in a block not on the diagonal is 0. As before, the constant column sum property for X~λ implies the constant row sum property for X.
is generated by matrices of types I, II, and III of (3.2) together with P t % where d > 3, k < 1, 1 < i < d 9 1 < j < d, 1 < t < k and i Φ j.
Proof. The case k = 1 was proved in (4.2). We assume k > 2 and show how to reduce k to k -1, i.e., we show how to reduce the first d rows and columns of IG L(d, k 9 Z) to the first d rows and columns of the identity matrix. We assume that rows and columns l,...j and dk -f 1,... ,dk 4-j of X are in the desired form with 0 < j < d -1. We first shall show how to reduce they + 1 row of X to (? 7+1 |0) without affecting the first j columns of X. We may assume j < d -2 for if j -d -1 the result is immediate from the constant column sum property.
Let ( ... ,α 2 ) and permutations P/'* (i, / >j + 1) and Pf* (/, / arbitrary) so that is minimized. By (3.5), cases la and Ha can't apply and we may assume (after a permutation P% /, />; + l) that |α} +1 -a) +2 \ = δ. we can use type III operations to force a[ = 0 for i > 1, / > j = 1 without disturbing the first j columns of X. To change a[ with / < j 9 use the permutation P/* and then use type III operations as before. This forces a 2 = = a k = 6. Type I operations force β{ + 1 = ... = βJ = o hence β λ = 0. Finally type II operations together with permutations P/* are used to force β. = 0 for / > 2.
The y + 1 row is now in the desired form. Since X is symplectic the dk + j + 1 column is also in the desired form.
Let they + 1 column be (αj KH^I \β k ). If j + 2 = d then by the constant column sum property a x = e J+ι . We then proceed as before with type III and II operations together with permutations to put the entire j + 1 column in the desired form. Since the first j + 1 rows and the first j columns (and hence the rows dk + 1,... y dk + j) are already in the desired form, it follows by dotting the above equation with the dk + j' + 1 and dk + j + 2 columns that δ\a{ +ι -1 andδ|α/ +1 hence δ = 1. As in the case of they 4-1 row, it will be enough to force α x = e J+1 . Towards this end minimize Δ(α/ +2 ,...,af\β{ ...,β() = 8 with type I operations. If δ = 1 it follows easily from the various caess of Lemma (3.5) (and using Σf =7+2 α i = 0) that a λ can be reduced to e j+1 . We now assume δ > 1 and show how to reduce it in each of the cases of Lemma (3.5).
(3.5) la. This case forces α{ +2 = = α( = 0, hence already α λ = (3.5) Ib. We know α/ +1 = 1. We first suppose α/ +1 Φ max />y+2 α:{. Pick i > j + 2 such that α{ < 0. We now use type I operations (this includes their inverses) to simplify (σ|f). With these operations it is easy to see that each pair (σ n \τ n ) may be reduced to (δJO) with δ n = gcd(σ π , τ n ) (see [BE 1; (5.4 9 Tf}. We next show that we may assume δ σ τ = 1. Consider all possible first rows obtainable from v using operations of types I, II, A, and B. Choose such a row in which (σ 1 ,...,σ / |τ 1 ,.. .,77) = (δ,0,... ,0|0,...,0) and δ > 0 is the minimum possible. (The last paragraph shows that there are such rows.) We now show δ = 1. If we let δ a = Γ(α x | \a k ) and δ= T(β τ \ --\β k ) then it is enough to show δ\8 a and δ\δ β9 for we've seen gcd{δ, δ α , δ^} = 1. By using operations of type A we can force (1) Is Theorem (4.1) true if the simple branched covers ψ x and ψ 2 are assumed to be metastable but not stable? The uniqueness theorem (1.1) applies to the metastable range so one may construct self equivalences of some fixed metastable branched cover φ: M -> N and then ask if applying H* to these equivalences generates L = {/ + |/is a homeomorphism of M and φ*/* = φ*}. The problem is the complexity of these groups L. For example if φ: M 2 -> S 1 X S 1 is of degree 3 then L is isomorphic to the kernel G 3 of the map induced by projection Z -> Z/3Z in the sequence 1 -> G 3 -> Sl(2, Z) -» Sl(2, Z/3Z) -• 1.
(2) Is Theorem (4.1) true if homology is replaced by homotopy. That is, if ψ x and ψ 2 are stable simple branched covers from M to N, and /, g are homeomorphisms of M, N respectively such that gψ x =* ψ 2 /do there exists homeomorphisms/, g with/ -f,g -g such that
M
•£ M TV Λ ΛΓ commutes? By work of Edmonds [Ed; Cor. 4.2] , the homotopy h: M X I -> N X I between gψ x and ψ 2 / may be replaced (rel M X {0} U M X {1}) by a simple branched cover (though no longer a level preserving homotopy) H: M X I ~> N X I. To prove (2) it is enough to either modify H so that it becomes a level preserving simple branched cover, or equivalently to modify H so that its branch set is a braid in N X I, i.e. a disjoint collection of arcs in N X I monotone with respect to the coordinate /.
